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RADIOGRAPHIC STUDY OF IMPACT IN POLYMER-BONDED EXPLOSIVES*

by

Erik Fugelso, J. D. Jacobson, Robert R. Karpp,** and Russ Jensen***

ABSTRACT

Computer-tomography generated material-density maps from flash x-ray radio-

graphs of the impact of cylinders of mckup polymer-bonded explosive (PBX)

striking a steel plate. Comparison of the density fields with computer sim~-

lation allo~ed discrimination of rather complex deformation and flow models

for insensitive explosives to be used in further studies of chemical reactions

initiated by shock waves.

An initial step to determine the nwchanism of detonation initiation in the

ballistic impart of insensitive high explosives is the measurenwnt and compu-

tational modeling of the mechanical deformation. TO this end, impact param-

eters of muckup Polymer Bonded Explosives (PBX) cylinders striki,g a steel

plate were mua:ured through the axisyuvnetric adaptation of computer assisted

tcm~qraphy (CAT) and comparud with several nunwrical simulations involving

U:ff{rl.r,t n~,,:l15 of tt,P PEY. ~~! ytl,~rates a density map throughout the cyl-

ilmr at selwtud tirlo iliit,rvdlsfrom Iok energy ray r~diographs. 192 Fea-

turf”r.surh df shock fronts, cracks and recompression zones are identified and

qud!ltltlud. Variations irlthe Mathematical rnodelling to match edr]y and late

tim~’behavior are sonwhat complex and lead to improved characterization of

the PUX nl’ch~nlcal nud~’ls, to which reactive drbcriptions can later b~ applied.

Iwo fla~h ral;iogr~phs from a set of radiogra~hs of thr ink~actof an int’rt

PBX mockup on a strcl plate wrru srlected for study. The projectile was a
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right circular cylinder 8.85 mn radiils, L/D ~1.2, the imact velocity was

677 ill/S.The composition of the cylinder is lfstecl in the table. Tilex-ray

source was 150 kev; radiographic t~mes after initial contact with the steel

plate were 4.8 and 11.2 IJS.

The transmitted intensity, c an x-ray beam through the projectile i:

related to the incident intensity, l., of the x-ray from the source,

.

I = l.( ;s(e)ew[-j c(c)u(e,c)dc]a~)/{~s(e)del
o 0 0

(1)

where O(C) is the material density, U(e, C) is the x-ray absorption

coefficient, which is a function of a-ray energy, e, s(e) is the distribution

function of the energy of the x-ray source and [ is the path of the x-ray.

Equation [1) reduces to a simple exponential if either p is independent

of the z-ray energy or the x-ray source is monochromatic. If the absorption

coefficient is not independent of the x-ray energy and the source is not mono-

chromatic radiation, it is possible to calculate an effective constant absorp-

tion coefficient through a nonlinear stretching transformation, utilizing the

property that the transmitted intensity decreases monotonically with increas-

ing thickness.

In either case th~ int~nsity can be wr$tten in a simpler form,

~nl = (-Jo,,d{)+ Irll
0“

(2)

The nvgiitive loaarithm of the x-ray intensity, after corrections for

nonuniform incident irltcnsity aridgeometric beam spreading is proportional to

the integral of the product of the m~tcrial dwlsity and the x-ray absorption

cmfficiect. lhc prcllil~’h~s ahisynuwtry and, if we select values of this

integral on a plane slic(’pcrp~ndicular t.othr axis of syrrwtry, rlemcntary

ajlplicatiorlof thr tectlniqu(i%of cumputllr a:.$istt’dtomography will allow

rccunstruction of the m,,trri~l dvrtsity along thr radius. Drnote by g(x) tlw

valur of thv nug~tivr lugl~rithmof the x-ray at fixrd axial distance, at a

dl\tiWL(’ X frJm th(! JXIS [Irnuteby f(r) tt:tlvalue of the product PIJAt

distar~~c r from the axis. Ihen



(3)

where a is some radius beyond which f(r) vanishes. He have measured g(x) and

can calculate numerically the value of f(r).

The two radiographs were digitized on a PDS rcanning microdensitometer at

50 micron spacing with a 50 micron by 50 micron apwture; 512 lines with 1024

pixels per line were obtained. Figures 1 and 2 shoblthe digitized radiographs.

These radiographs were then displayed on the Colltal 8000 digital image

display and an interactive program was utilized to de”iermine the centerline of

the projectile. The maximum tilt of the projectile from ideally normal fmpact

was measured ,md was less tt,an2°. The need~d projections were then ex-

tracted from the digitized radiograph.

To reduce film grain noise, a median or Tukey filter was used on each

line. Figure 3a shohs one line of tileCriqillal input data of the 4.8 us

radiograph wit;h film noise. This line is near the top of th? projectile

(about ten lines below the top). The median filter was appli?d to this line,

its negative logarithm then taken and then corrected for the p~~lychromatic

source.

The x-ray attsorption coefficient for this material in the r,lngeof the

incident x-ray spectrum Iz essentially indepencrent of x-ray eneryy;3 there-

fore, this effect of beam hardening is smal”l. The intensity outsid? the pro-

jectile im,lg~ is nparly constant thrnugho:!t this line and tkroughou~ the entire

tdt:ib$rdpll and w~s SUhtrdCtVd frorr:the entire digitized prctj(ction. Th,’re-

sulting projection was then inverted nurm?rically line by line to give th~

wt~rial ckm’;ity along that line (Fig. 3b).

Since tllcexpected varidtiun of density i~la shock wave or rarefaction

wave is of th~ or(fcr of O.5%-1OZ, th~ imagc~ were enhanced by a linrar str~tch

from h7.5% peak dtwsity to 100% prirhdrnsitv in eight grey lCVC1 incrdnn?nts

(iig\. 4 and 5). [ach grly lev(’1rrprrst’nts a 1.!1[)2rrlativc density st~~ in

Ap/p. lhis crlhflncrrrrnwtbrings out siyrlifitidntdetail. In the 4.8 us

picture, a slightly curvcld shockwave is visible nrar the top of the pr’crjv~tile

and a rdrrfactiurl wave is s~ww to c~t~’r~(~frum Lhc intrrsrction of tl~~shoch-

wavc and thr outer Pdgr to the axis and thorrcorlt~rlu~~son from the axis (irl

thu picture this looks as if the wave reflects from the axis). There is alsu an

annular high conqiression zone whosr c~nter is at thp int~trs~ction of the

edge of the projectile and the platr. A ftnc resolution erlhancmncnt sOo~(Ida



very narrcw ridge of slightly higher density extending from the center recom-

pression zone. Higher density regions appear behind the top shock and the

reflected rarefaction. Densities in the spray are very low. The enhanced

picture for the 11.2 urnradiograph shows no definable wavefronts, but shows

a pronounced density structure. The recompression zone has shifted towards

the ax<s. A different enhancement, concentrating on lower densities, shows a

narrow crack extending from the center line and bounding the lower density

bubble.

The density fields obtair,ed from radiographs can be compared to those ob-

tained from computer simulations and the adequacy of the assumed material

response functions judged from the extent of agreement. A Lagrangian prograrr

(SALE), using artificial viscous pressure in the shock, gave the solutions

shown in Fig. 6 and 7 for a simple fluid model in synmtric inpact (677 m/s.).

in this calculation the ;Iressure is given by the Mie-Gruneisen form referred

to the shock Hugoniotm but modified LO give negligible rupture strength.

The prominent features of the radiographs appear also in the simulation:

the inital shc~ck (21 kb) rapidly attenuated by lateral expansion, followed by

jetting antia recompression to near the stagnation pressure (5 kb), beginning

near the periptlcry and converging to the center, finally producing at the im-

pact face a disc of warn,material at.normal density and, at the back face, a

dome uf spalled material at lc,~density. Some details of the simulations are

1[?ss~l~USilJle and WOUICI he regarded as numerical artifact~ were they not

pI-P!cI,t alSCI in thp re<rll~~,fira:!ioqraphs: the slighLly higher dmsity at t.h~

c~rltt’rof thi IIIiId.L fact and the shell of normal density material rising from

thi.cnm~ia~ted disc near th~ edg~. The recompression is of parti~lllar interest

in this systw, hrcdusc It hat bv~rl proposed as a trigger for tht’d~laywi

CIutonation JftCn observmj in propellants under these conditions.
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TABLE I

COMPOSITION BY HEIGHT GF THE INERT POLYMER-BONDED

EXPLOSIVE (PBX) MOCKUP CYLINDERS

Constituent Ht.%

Cross linked polymers 19.00

Plasticizer 10.00

Powdered Alum?num (5 urn) 19.50

Talc 14.12

Salt (1OU IJm) 17.38

Salt (50 bm) 20.0
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Fig. 1. Digitized radiographic of the Fig. ?. Digitized radiograph of the
mockup PBX cylinder striking a steel mockup PBX cylinder striking a steel
plate at 4.8 usec after impact. plate at 11.2 usec after impact.
Striking velocity is 677 m/see. Striking velocity is 677 m/see.
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}io, 3a. Radio~ra[}hic film density
versus radius ~or”one line of the”

scanned data 1 m from the top of the
projectile. Time’of radiograph is
4.8 psec.
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Fig. 3b. Reconstruction of the density
profile as a function of radius.
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Fig. 4. Enhanced image (linear stretch)
for the projectile at 4.8 usec after
impact. A shock wave and two rare-
faction waves are now visible.
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Fig. 60 Calculated deflsity contours for
imparl of a mockup PDX cylindfr strik-

ing a steel plate at 677 rrI/sat 6.0 ms
after Impact. Maximum and minfmul:lden-
sity ratios are 1.140 and 0,815. Den-
sity contours are 0.033.
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Fig. 5. Enhanced image (linear stretch)
for the projectile at 11.2 ~sec after
impact. No specific wavefront struc-
ture is visible, but the density
gradients are quite pronounced.
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Fig. 7. Calculated density contours for
impact of a mockup of PBX cylinder
striking a steel plate at 677 m/s at
12.0 ms after impact. Maximu,lland min-
imum density ratios are 1.027 acd 0.304.
Density contours are .073.


